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Abstract
Antarctic stratospheric ozone depletion is thought to influence the SouthernHemisphere tropo-
spheric climate. Recently, Arctic stratospheric ozone (ASO) variations have been found to affect the
middle-high latitude tropospheric climate in theNorthernHemisphere. This paper demonstrates that
the impact of ASO can extend to the tropics, with theASO variations leading ElNiño-Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events by about 20months. Using observations, analysis, and simulations, the
connection betweenASO and ENSO is established by combining the high-latitude stratosphere to
troposphere pathwaywith the extratropical to tropical climate teleconnection. This shows that the
ASO radiative anomalies influence theNorth PacificOscillation (NPO), and the anomalousNPOand
inducedVictoriaMode anomalies link to theNorth Pacific circulation that then influences ENSO.
Our results imply that incorporating realistic and time-varying ASO into climate systemmodelsmay
help to improve ENSOpredictions.

1. Introduction

Stratospheric ozone is not only vital to protecting life
on Earth, as it absorbs harmful solar ultraviolet
radiation (Lubin and Jensen 2002, Chipperfield
et al 2015), but also essential to the control of the
stratospheric temperature via atmospheric radiative
heating. The latter influences the circulation and
chemical compositionof the stratosphere (Haigh1994,
Ramaswamy et al 1996, Forster and Shine 1997), and
can also affect tropospheric weather and climate
(Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001, Graf andWalter 2005,
Ineson and Scaife 2009, Cagnazzo and Manzini 2009,
Reichler et al 2012, Karpechko et al 2014, Kidston
et al 2015, Zhang et al 2016).

Antarctic stratospheric ozone has decreased over
the past 60 years in association with anthropogenic

emissions of ozone depleting substances (Solo-
mon 1990, 1999, Ravishankara et al 1994, 2009). The
Antarctic ozone hole is thought to influence the
Southern Hemisphere tropospheric climate (Son
et al 2008, Feldstein 2011, Kang et al 2011, Thomp-
son et al 2011, Gerber and Son 2014, Waugh
et al 2015). However, the situation in the Arctic is
markedly different. The multi-decadal Arctic ozone
loss has been much smaller than that of Antarctic
ozone (World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) 2011) because the winter/spring Arctic
polar cap is warmer than the Antarctic polar cap.
Thus, the Northern Hemisphere surface climate
response to Arctic ozone loss is less evident (e.g.,
Thompson and Solomon 2005). In contrast, the
year-to-year variability of the Arctic stratospheric
temperature is much larger than that of the Antarctic
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stratospheric temperature (Randel 1988), owing to
frequent ‘sudden warming’ events (Charlton and
Polvani 2007) in the Arctic stratosphere caused by
the abundance of planetary scale waves that prop-
agate into the Arctic stratosphere and perturb the
circulation there. The amplitude of the interannual
variability in Arctic ozone is comparable with, or
even much larger than, that in Antarctic ozone
(Manney et al 2011).

Cheung et al (2014) and Karpechko et al (2014)
used the UK Met Office operational weather fore-
casting system and the atmospheric circulation
model ECHAM5, respectively, to explore the possi-
ble surface impacts associated with extreme North-
ern Hemisphere ozone anomalies. They concluded
that stratospheric ozone changes alone did not
appear to have a significant effect on surface condi-
tions. More recently, Arctic stratospheric ozone
(ASO) variations have been found to cause Northern
Hemisphere mid-high latitude tropospheric circula-
tion and sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies. Smith
and Polvani (2014) and Calvo et al (2015) performed
numerical experiments that showed a statistically
significant Northern Hemisphere mid-high latitude
surface response to high and low values of synth-
etic ASO.

However, it is not known whether the impact of
ASO extends to the tropics, for example, to influence
the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a major
climatic mode of tropical variability (e.g., Jin 1996,
Timmermann et al 1999, Ashok and Yamagata 2009,
Latif and Keenlyside 2009, Yeh et al 2009) that has
great global climatic and societal impacts (e.g.,
Orlove et al 2000, McPhaden et al 2006, Deser
et al 2010). It is well known that ENSO can influence
tropical ozone through anomalous convection
(Camp et al 2003, Xie et al 2014) and the high-lati-
tude stratospheric ozone (Bȑonnimann et al 2004,
Eyring et al 2006, Cagnazzo et al 2009, Zhang
et al 2015) through anomalous propagation and dis-
sipation of ultra-long Rossby waves at mid-latitudes
(Gettelman et al 2001, Calvo et al 2004, Manzini
et al 2006, Garfinkel and Hartmann 2008, Randel
et al 2009, Hurwitz et al 2011, Xie et al 2012, 2014).
Figure 1 shows the lead–lag correlation coefficients
at three-monthly intervals between the ENSO index
and zonally averaged ozone, for ENSO variations
leading ozone by 3 months to lagging ozone by 24
months. We see that, as expected, ENSO has sig-
nificant correlations with tropical and high latitude
stratospheric ozone when ENSO leads ozone by three
months. However, figure 1 also shows an unexpected
result: ENSO is significantly correlated with ASO
when ENSO lags ozone by 20 months. This implies
that changes in ASO may cause a later change in
ENSO. The aim of this study is to explain why this
happens.

2.Data,methods, and simulations

Figure 1(i) shows that the region where ozone has a
good leading correlation with the ENSO index is
limited to approximately 60–90°N and 150–50 hPa,
and this is the area where the variability and depletion
of ozone concentration is most pronounced in the
Northern Hemisphere (Manney et al 2011). The
monthly anomaly of ozone concentration (after
removing the climatological mean seasonal cycle),
averaged over this region, is defined as the ASO index.
Ozone values were obtained from the Stratospheric
Water and OzOne Satellite Homogenized (SWOOSH,
version 2.5, 1984–2015) dataset (Davis et al 2016),
which is in good agreement with the ozone values
(figure 2; r=0.89) given by the Global Ozone
Chemistry and Related trace gas Data Records for the
Stratosphere (GOZCARDS, 1979–2012) project (Froi-
devaux et al 2015). The NASA Modern Era Retro-
spective Analysis for Research and Applications
(MERRA) ozone is also used. It is in well in agreement
with SWOOSHandGOZCARDS ozone (figure 2).

Sea surface temperature (SST) and SLP data were
obtained from the UK Met Office Hadley Centre for
Climate Prediction and Research SST (HadSST) and
SLP (HadSLP) field datasets, respectively. Geopoten-
tial height and zonal wind were obtained from the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction-
Department of Energy (NCEP-DOE) dataset (version
2), and temperature data were taken from the Radio-
sonde Innovation Composite Homogenization
(RICH) dataset (Haimberger et al 2008).

We calculated the statistical significance of the cor-
relation between two auto-correlated time series using
the two-tailed Student’s t-test and the effective num-
ber (Neff) of degrees of freedom (Bretherton
et al 1999). For this study, Neff was determined by the
following approximation (Li et al 2012, 2013):

( ) ( )å r r» +
-

=N N N

N j

N
j j

1 1 2
,

j

N

XX YYeff
1

where N is the sample size, and ρXX and ρYY are the
autocorrelations of two sampled time series, X and Y,
respectively, at time lag j.

We used the National Center for Atmospheric
Research’s Community Earth System Model (CESM),
version 1.0.6, which is a fully coupled global climate
model that incorporates an interactive atmosphere
(CAM/WACCM) component, ocean (POP2), land
(CLM4), and sea ice (CICE). For the atmospheric
component, we used theWhole Atmosphere Commu-
nity Climate Model (WACCM), version 4 (Marsh
et al 2013). WACCM4 is a climate model that has
detailed middle-atmosphere chemistry and a finite
volume dynamical core, and it extends from the sur-
face to approximately 140 km. For our study, we dis-
abled the interactive chemistry. WACCM4 has 66
vertical levels, with a vertical resolution of about 1 km
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Figure 1.Correlation coefficients between the ENSO index and zonally averaged ozone, when the ENSO index leads ozone by (a) 3
months, (b) 0months, (c)−3monthsK and (j)−24months. Ozone is based on SWOOSHdata. ENSO is from theNINO3.4 index
compiled by the Climate PredictionCenter/NOAA.Only regions above the 95% confidence level are shown (see section 2 for the
statistical significance test).

Figure 2.ASO represented by a time series of ozone averaged over the region 60°–90°Nat 150–50 hPa from SWOOSHozone (black
line), GOZCARDSozone (green line), andMERRAozone (red line).
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in the tropical tropopause and lower stratosphere lay-
ers. Simulations used a horizontal resolution of
1.9°×2.5° (latitude×longitude) for the atmosphere
and approximately the same for the ocean.

Four transient experiments (E1–E4) with the fully
coupled ocean incorporated both natural and anthro-
pogenic external forcings, including spectrally
resolved solar variability (Lean et al 2005), transient
greenhouse gasses (GHGs) (from scenario A1B of
IPCC 2001), volcanic aerosols (from the Stratospheric
Processes and their Role in Climate Chemistry–Cli-
mate Model Validation (CCMVal) REF-B2 scenario
recommendations), a nudged quasi-biennial oscilla-
tion (QBO) (the time series in CESM is determined
from the observed climatology over the period
1955–2005), and specified ozone forcing derived from
the CMIP5 ensemble mean ozone output. E1 is a his-
torical simulation covering the period 1955–2005. All
forcings and design of E2 are as E1, except that the spe-
cified ozone forcing in the region 30–90°N, at
300–30 hPa was replaced by MERRA ozone data for
the period 1979–2005. Ozone outside of the region
30–90°N, 300–30 hPa is the same as E1. E3 and E4 are
two ensemble simulations with E2 using slightly differ-
ent initial conditions. An overview of all coupled
experiments is given in table 1. All of the forcing data
used in this study are available from the CESMmodel
input data repository.

3. A connection between theASO
andENSO

To probe the relationship between the changes in ASO
and ENSO over the past three decades, their lead–lag
correlation is shown in figure 3(a). The correlation for
ENSO leading the ASO by about three months is
statistically significant. This agrees with previous
studies showing that ENSO can affect NorthernHemi-
sphere stratospheric ozone after 2–3 months, as the
Rossby waves excited by ENSO reach the Northern
Hemisphere mid-high latitudes and then move into

the stratosphere (Manzini et al 2006, Fischer et al 2008,
Cagnazzo et al 2009). A significant negative lagged
correlation (r=−0.35, lag ca. 20 months) is also
observed (figure 3(a)). This lagged correlation is
further confirmed by figure 3(b), which shows time
series of the ASO and ENSO indices, but with the time
coordinate for ASO shifted forward by 20 months,
representative of its observed lag. A spectrum analysis
was performed on the changes in the ASO and ENSO
indices (figures 3(c), (d)). There are similar low-
frequency spectra in the 1–6 year band in the ASO and
ENSO time series. To further establish the relationship
between ENSO events and the ASO anomalies,
figure 4(a) shows the scatter plot of winter ENSO
events against the 20month leading ASO anomalies. It
illustrates that the strong El Niño/La Niña events
correspond well to strong negative/positive ASO
anomalies. Figure 4(b)pairs thewinterNINO3.4 index
and 20 month leading ASO index, giving a significant
correlation coefficient of r=−0.57. The strong El
Niño and strong La Niña events (e.g., 97/98, 15/16)
since 1986 follow the strongly decreased and increased
ASO anomalies that occurred about 20months earlier.

To determine the connection between the ASO
and the ENSO, we first examine the high-latitude stra-
tosphere to troposphere pathway from the ASO to sur-
face pressure variability. We find that the ASO is
significantly correlated with the Arctic Oscillation and
North Pacific Oscillation (NPO). A decrease in ASO
radiatively cools the Arctic lower stratosphere
(figure 5(a), green contour lines), which enhances the
meridional temperature gradient in the lower strato-
sphere and thus strengthens stratospheric circulation
(figure 5(a), black contour lines) via the thermal wind
relationship. The stratospheric circulation anomalies
in turn influence tropospheric circulation by the
downward control principle (Haynes et al 1991) and
tropospheric eddy momentum feedback (Kidston
et al 2015). Geopotential height anomalies in the stra-
tosphere propagate down to the surface (figure 5(a),
color shading), resulting in an NPO-like signal over
theNorth Pacific (figure 5(b)).

Table 1. Fully coupledCESM–WACCM4 experiments with various specified ozone forcings.

Experimenta Specified ozone forcings

E1 Transient run using case B_1955–2005_WACCM_SC_CN inCESM.All natural and anthropogenic external forcings for E1
based on original CESM input data. E1 is a historical simulation covering the period 1955–2005.Note that the specified

ozone forcing for 1955–2005was derived from theCMIP5 ensemblemean ozone output. The specified ozone forcingwas

named ghg_forcing_1955-2005_CMIP5_EnsMean.c140414.nc, and can be downloaded at https://svn-ccsm-inputdata.

cgd.ucar.edu/trunk/inputdata/atm/waccm/ub/ghg_forcing_1955-2005_CMIP5_EnsMean.c140414.nc.

E2 E3 E4 All forcings and design are as E1, except that the specified ozone forcing in the region 30°–90°N, at 300–30 hPa
bwas

replaced byMERRAozone data for the period 1979–2005.Ozone outside of the region 30°–90°N, 300–30 hPa is the
same as E1. These are three ensemble simulations using slightly different initial conditionsc.

a Integration time for E1was 1955–2005 but 1979–2005 for E2–4.
b To avoid the effect of the boundary of ozone change on the Arctic stratospheric circulation simulation, the replaced region (30°–90°N,
300–30 hPa)was larger than the region used to define theASO index (60°–90°N, 150–50 hPa).
c To produce different initial conditions, the parameter 〈pertlim〉 was used in the CESM model, which produces an initial temperature

perturbation. Themagnitudewas about e−14.
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Previous studies have demonstrated that the low-
frequency variations of the Victoria Mode (VM; Bond
et al 2003), which is similar to the North Pacific Gyre
Oscillation (Di Lorenzo et al 2008), are effective in
modulating the development of ENSO through the
seasonal footprinting mechanism (Vimont et al 2001,
Chen et al 2013, Ding et al 2015). This acts as an extra-
tropical to tropical climate teleconnection via ocean–
atmosphere dynamic interaction. TheNPO-like signal
is effectively linked to the VM anomalies (figure 6(a)).
Thus, the extratropical to tropical climate teleconnec-
tion provides a link from the NPO/VM to ENSO
through the following processes: North Pacific wes-
terly anomalies generate SST and associated westerly
anomalies through air–sea interaction in the sub-
tropical central eastern North Pacific, central equator-
ial Pacific, and the western North Pacific. The latter
alters the zonal SST gradient anomalies across the wes-
tern central tropical Pacific (figure 6(b)), leading to
westerly anomalies over the western central Pacific,
which drive an El-Niño type event (Jin 1997a, 1997b;
figures 6(c), (d)). The dynamic pathway and tele-
connection from the ASO to the NPO, and from the
NPO/VM to ENSO, together establish the ASO’s con-
nection to ENSO. Previous studies show that the
NPO/VM lead ENSO by more than a year and a half
(Ding et al 2015). Consequently, the ASO leads ENSO
by about 20months.

Note that a 35month low-pass filter was applied to
the ozone and SST data in figure 6. As described above,
the lag panels in figure 6 reflect the seasonal footprint-
ing mechanism. However, previous studies have
demonstrated that only the low-frequency variations
in VM are effective in modulating the development of
ENSO through the seasonal footprinting mechanism
(Vimont et al 2001, Ding et al 2015). On the other
hand, a spectrum analysis was performed on the chan-
ges in the ASO and ENSO indices (figures 3(c), (d)).
There are similar low-frequency spectra in the 1–6
year band in the ASO and ENSO time series. However,
the low-frequency spectra in the 1–3 year band in both
ASO and ENSO time series may be related to QBO.
The 35 month low pass filter is used to filter out QBO
effect on the lead–lag correlation between ASO and
ENSO. This is why a 35 month low-pass filter is
applied to the SST variations in figure 6. It would high-
light the low-frequency variations, which are related to
ozone changes, in the SST but remove noise-like high-
frequency variations.

4. Simulated SST responses toASO
variations

North Pacific SST variability can influence the strato-
spheric polar vortex (Jadin et al 2010, Hurwitz

Figure 3. (a) Lead–lag correlation between themonthly ASO and ENSO indices; the ASO is a time series of ozone averaged over the
region 60°–90°Nat 150–50 hPa based on SWOOSHdata; ENSO is from theNINO3.4 index compiled by theClimate Prediction
Center/NOAA. The positivemonths on the x-axis refer to theASO leading ENSO and negativemonths refer to ENSO leading the
ASO; the dashed lines denote the 95% confidence level; the shaded areas indicate lead–lag correlations that are statistically significant.
(b)ASO×–1 index (black line, 1984–2013) and ENSO index (1979–2015). The time coordinate for theASO (upper one) is shifted
forward by 20months for a direct comparison. (c) Spectral analysis of ASO time series. The black line represents the spectral
distribution. The green and red lines denote the 95% confidence level and the red noise spectrum, respectively. (d). Same as (c), but for
the ENSO index.
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Figure 4. (a)The scatter plot of winter ENSO events versus 20month leadingASO anomalies. Red spots represent the strong ElNiño
events (see table 2); blue spots are strong LaNiña; black spots are neutral events. The lines represent the regression fit. ASOdata are
fromMERRA; ENSO is from theNINO3.4 index compiled by theClimate PredictionCenter/NOAA. (b)Winter ENSO index (red,
1986–2015) and 20month leadingASO×–1 index (black line). The time coordinate for theASO (upper one) is shifted forward by 20
month for a direct comparison. The correlation coefficient is for the 20month lead correlation (ASO leading ENSO).

Figure 5. (a)Correlation coefficients between theASO×–1 and temperature (green contour lines), zonal wind (black contour lines),
and geopotential height (color shading) for 1984–2015. Solid/dashed contour lines are at intervals of±0.2. (b)Correlation coefficients
between theASO×–1 and SLP.Only regions above the 95%confidence level are colored. ASOdata are fromSWOOSH, geopotential
height and zonal wind fromNCEP2, temperature fromRICH, and SLP fromHadSLP.
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et al 2012, Garfinkel et al 2015, Kren et al 2015, Woo
et al 2015), and then affect polar ozone. The question
arises whether the Northern Pacific SST variations
drive the polar ozone and ENSO variations
independently.

A historical experiment (E1) covering the period
1955–2005 and with the specified ASO forcing applied
to the CESM can capture the lagged effect of the speci-
fied ASO anomalies on the simulated ENSO (figure 7).
Please see table 1 for a description of E1. Focusing on

Figure 6.Correlation coefficients between theASO×–1 and SST, when the ASOvariations lead SST by (a) 0months, (b) 3monthsK
and (h) 21months, respectively. ASOdata are fromSWOOSHand SST fromHadSST. Only regions above the 95% confidence level
are colored. A 35month low-passfilter was applied to ozone and SST.

Figure 7.Correlation coefficients between the specifiedASO×–1 and simulated SST for the period 1955–2005 in themodel simulation
experiments, E1 (see table 1), when the ASOvariations lead SST by (a) 0months, (b) 3monthsK and (h) 21months. Ozone is specified
from theCMIP5 ensemblemean ozone output. Simulated SST is as outputs fromE1.Only regions above the 95% confidence level are
colored. Both specified ASOand simulated SST variationswere detrended, and a 35month low-passfilter was applied to ozone and
SST.
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the North and tropical Pacific, we find that the VM-
like pattern appears over the North Pacific following
the ASO anomaly (figure 7(a)) and is enhanced in the
tropical Pacific after about 6–9 months (figure 7(b)).
Finally, an El Niño-like event emerges one year later
(figures 7(c) and (d)). This developmental sequence is
similar to that observed (figure 6). Note that the ozone
forcing is specified in the simulation; therefore, its var-
iation should not be related to North Pacific SST
anomalies.

Although the recent CMIP5 models can capture
the spatial pattern of ENSO, there are large biases
between simulated and observed ENSO variations (see
Guilyardi et al 2009); for example, the ENSO index for
the period 1979–2005 in E1 which is a historical
experiment simulated by CESM is not significantly
correlated with the observed ENSO (figure 8(a);
r=0.11). Note that the specified ASO forcing in E1 is
derived from the CMIP5 ensemble mean ozone out-
put, which is not in good agreement with the observed
ozone variability (figure 8(b); r=0.14). According to
our results, ASO affects ENSO, so would improving

the specified ASO forcing in simulations improve the
simulated ENSO variations? The ASO from MERRA
(1979–2015) was used as the specified ASO forcing in
experiments E2–E4, because there are no missing
values for ASO variations in MERRA and the data are
in agreement with the observed ASO variations
(figure 2). Interestingly, the correlation coefficient
between the simulated ensemble-mean ENSO and
observed ENSO variability is statistically significant
(figure 8(c); r=0.42), when MERRA ozone is used as
the specified ASO forcing in the simulations. This
result not only supports the impact of ASO on ENSO,
but also implies that incorporating realistic ASO for-
cing in the model can improve the simulation of
ENSOvariability.

5.Discussion and conclusions

Previous studies have noted that the radiative effect of
Antarctic stratospheric ozone (AASO) depletion
(Solomon 1990, 1999, Ravishankara et al 1994, 2009)

Figure 8. (a)ENSO index (red line) from theClimate PredictionCenter/NOAANINO3.4 index and the simulated ENSO index (blue)
for the period 1985–2005. Simulated ENSO index is based on the SST outputs fromE1, inwhich the specifiedASO forcing is from
CMIP5’s ozone output ensemblemean. (b)ASOvariations fromSWOOSHozone (black line) and specified ASO forcing of E1 (green
line). (c) Same as (a), but the blue line indicates the simulated ENSO index based on the ensemble-mean SST outputs of
(E2+E3+E4)/3 (see table 1) inwhich the specified ASO forcing is fromMERRAozone. The light blue band represents the variation
range of ensemble experiments.
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has a significant impact on the Southern Hemisphere
tropospheric climate (Son et al 2008, Feldstein 2011,
Kang et al 2011, Thompson et al 2011). In this study,
we find that the AASO variations have no significant
impact on ENSO (Not shown). This contrast between
the influence of AASO and ASO anomalies on ENSO
may be due to the lack of a robust teleconnection
pathway from the Southern Hemisphere Pacific to the
equatorial Pacific. It should be noted that the relatively
warm water in the tropical North Pacific and the
permanent northern Intertropical Convergence Zone
serve as necessary anchors to allow the seasonal
footprintingmechanism to operate in a geographically
and seasonally favored manner. However, in the
Southern Hemisphere Pacific, none of the equivalent
anchors are of significance. This may explain why the
influence of the AASOonENSO is not significant.

Figure 9 summarizes our findings regarding the
influence of the ASO on ENSOusing a schematic illus-
tration. A negative ASO anomaly cools the Arctic stra-
tosphere, strengthening the stratospheric circulation.
The downward propagation of a negative strato-
spheric geopotential height anomaly, which reaches
the surface as a negative NPO anomaly in about one
month, initiates a positive VM phase over the North

Pacific. The evolution of the positive VM anomaly
reaches the equatorial Pacific and strengthens an El
Niño event when other conditions for its occurrence
are ripe. The high-latitude stratosphere to troposphere
pathway and the extratropical to tropical climate tele-
connection takemore than a year and a half. A positive
ASO anomaly would have the opposite effect, and has
the potential to strengthen a La Niña event via the
same pathway. This impact of ASO on ENSOmakes it
a potentially useful predictor of ENSO events. It is well
known that ENSO influences stratospheric ozone.
This implies that there may be a two-way interaction

Figure 9.The two processes that combine to drive the ASO to ElNiño connection: the high-latitude stratosphere to troposphere
pathway (light bluewavy arrow) and the extratropical to tropical climate teleconnection (yellow curved arrow). ASO−: Arctic
stratospheric ozone decrease; NPO−: NegativeNorth PacificOscillation phase; VM+: Positive VictoriaMode phase.

Table 2. Selection of strong ElNiño, strong La
Niña, and neutral events from1985 to 2015. A
strong ElNiño/LaNiña event is definedwhen the
NINO3.4 index is greater than 1/less than−1;
values between−1 and 1 represent a neutral event.

Strong ElNiño Strong LaNiña Neutral

1987 1988 The rest

1991 1998

1997 1999

2009 2007

2015 2010
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or dynamic feedback between the ASO and ENSO. In
even broader terms, understanding this kind of con-
nection and potential feedback between the strato-
spheric tracer gases (such as ozone) and the climate
system deserves more attention. Furthermore, the
observed ENSO variability can be partly explained by
simulated ENSO variability in CESM when an
observed ASO forcing is used. This result reinforces
the need for climate models to include fully coupled
stratospheric dynamical–radiative–chemical pro-
cesses if they are to more accurately simulate and pre-
dict future ENSOvariations.
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